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ABSTRACT
The number of full. and the number of fundamental partial orderings on a finite set are deter-
mined. Also. the structure of the partially ordered set of full suborderings of a finite chain is
investigated.
O. INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper [5] the author investigated various classes of partial
orderings on a finite set. Among those were the full partial orderings (weak in
the sense of [II)) and the fundamental partial orderings which were introduced
in [5). The objective of this note is two-fold. First, using the results obtained
in [5], we determine the cardinalities of the sets of full and fundamental partial
orderings on a finite set. Next, we consider the full and fundamental sub-
orderings of a finite chain m. We show that the full suborderings are standard
elements in the lattice of all suborderings of m and also that they form a
Boolean algebra which is a join sublattice.
I. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper A will stand for a fixed finite set of m elements, m ~ I. The set
of all partial orderings on A is denoted by P(A) and this symbol will also be
used for the partially ordered set obtained by partially ordering P(A) by set
inclusion. We first recall some notions and results from [5]. If ~I' ~2EP(A),
I am indebted to J. Berman who read a first draft of this paper and for his valuable suggestions.
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then (A, ~ I ) == (A, ~ 2) or briefly, ~ 1 == -s2, if there exists a permutation f of
A such that a~lb~f(a)~2f(b)for a.b e A, The height H(~) of -s eP(A) is
the length of a chain of maximal length in (A, s ). The length of a chain Cis
ICi -I). The height hl(~)(a) of aeA (with respect to s ) is the length of a
chain of maximal length in (A, ~) with a as last element. The dual height
h2( ~ )(a) is defined dually. The symbols IN and N will stand for the set of non-
negative integers and the set of positive integers, respectively. The height
function h( ~) of ~ e P(A) is the function h( -s) : A -> IN x IN defined by
h(~)(a)=(hl(~)(a),h2(~)(a» for aeA. ~ is full (weak in the sense of [II])
if hl(~)(a)<hl(~)(b) implies a<b. ~ is fundamental if hl(~)(a)<hl(~)(b)
and h2(~ )(a) > h2( -s)(b) imply a< b for a, b eA. Full implies fundamental, but
the reverse need not be true. See for details [5]. The following notation is used
throughout this paper. For elements a and b of a lattice, a + band ab will
denote the join and meet of a and b respectively. Pj7(A) stands for the set of
full partial orderings on A and P/d(A) stands for the set of fundamental
partial orderings on A. For m ~ I, m stands for the chain 0 < I < '" < m - I.
Recall that for m and j positive integers, m e j, the Stirling number of the
second kind is the number of ways an m-element set can be partioned in j non-
empty sets and
I j (')Smj=~ t (-I) '. (j_i)m.
J. 1= 0 I
Also recall that for I ~j~m, the number of maps ffJ from a j-element set X to
N such that t x ffJ(x)=m, is (":-1) [I].
XE J-I
For O~n~m-I, let
p(m, n) = the cardinality of a maximal set of non-isomorphic full partial
orderings on A of height n;
p(m) = the cardinality of a maximal set of non-isomorphic full partial orderings
on A;
q(m, n) = the cardinality of the set of fulndamental partial orderings on A of
height n;
q(m) = the cardinality of the set of fundamental partial orderings on A;
q .(m, n) = the cardinality of a maximal set of non-isomorphic fundamental
partial orderings on A of height n;
q .(m) = the cardinality of a maximal set of non-isomorphic fundamental
partial orderings on A.
Note, p(m) = t::d p(m,n), q(m) = t:"-Ol q(m,n), q.(m)= t~':01 q.(m,n).
Finally, for 0 -sn ~ m - I, let m »n = min(m, (n + I )(n + 2)12).
2, p(m, n) AND p(m)
THEOREM 2.1. p(m,n) = (m~ I); p(m) =2m - l .
PROOF, For ~ ePj7(A), H(~)=n, define ffJ(~): {O, I, ... ,n-I}->N by
ffJ(~)(i) = I{a: aeA,hl(~)(a)=i}1 for O~i~n-1.
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Note that r.;,,·d <p{~)(i)==m. Obviously, for ~1'~2EPfl{A), ~1=~2~
~<P{~1)=<P{~2)' Conversely, if a={O,I, ... ,n -I}-+N is a map such that
r.;:l: a(i)=m, then there exists ~ EPfl{A) such that <p{~)=a. It follows that
p{m,n) = (mn-I) and p{m) = mEl (m-I) =2m - l •
n-O n
3. q(m,n) AND q(m)
For O~n~m-I, let
and let
Sn= {{i,j)E rN x rN : i+ j = n } .
Note that if H{ -s) = n then S; ~ h{ -s)[A H;; Sn' It was shown in [5] that there is
a one-one correspondence between the set of fundamental partial orderings on
A of height n and the set of maps f: A -+ rN x rN such that Sn ~f[A] ~ Sn' If
~ is fundamental, then the corresponding map f is h{ s ). Conversely, if
f: A -+rN x rN is a map such that S; ~f[A] ~ S; for some n, O~n ~ m - I, then
the corresponding fundamental partial ordering ~ is defined by a < b #
# (f{a»J < (f{b» I and (f{a)h> (f(b)h for a. b E A and h{ s ) = f.
THEOREM 3.1.
(i) mon (n{n +I)I2).q{m,n) = r. . j!smj for O~n~m-I;
) -n d j-n -I
(ii) m I m on (n{n + 1)12) .,q{m) = r. r. . j .smj·
n o O )_n+1 j-n -I
PROOF . (i) q{m, n) is equal to the number of maps A -+Sn which are onto Sn '
If B is a set, S;c B c s; IB 1==i . then there are j !smj maps from A onto B. For
. , c: + 1)/2)each j, n + 1~j -sm «n there are . subsets B such that Sn ~ B ~ S;j-n-I
and IBI =j. Hence there are (n~n+ 1)I2)j!Smj maps from A onto subsets Bj-n-I
such that s; ~ B c s, and IB I = j. Hence (i) follows. (ii) Immediate from (i).
4 . q.(m,n) AND q.(m)
If ~I and :S2EP{A) andf:(A'~I)-+(A'~2) is an isomorphism, then
obviously h{ -s2)of = h{ s I)' Conversely, iff: A -+ A is a permutation such that
h{ ~ 2)of = h{ -s I) then f need not be an isomorphism. However, in that case
there exists ~3EP{A) such that h{~ 3)=h{~2) and such that f: (A. ~I)-+
-+ (A, ~ 3) is an isomorphism. Indeed, define ~ 3 by !(a) ~ d{b) # a~ I b. Then
! is an isomorphism between (A, -s I) and (A, -s3) and h{ ~ 3) of = h{ ~ 1) and
h{ ~ 3) = h{ -s2)' If ~ I and ~ 2 are fundamental then the two conditions are
equivalent.
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose:s I and :S2EPjd(A). Then (i) (A,:S I) == (A, :S2) ~
~ there exists a permutation f of A such that h(:s 2)of= h(:s I); (ii) if
(A, :SI)==(A, :S2) then h(:SI)[A]=h(:S2)(A].
PROOF. (i) We only need to show ~. Now, f(0)<2f(b)~hl(:S2)(f(0»<
< hi (:s 2)(f(b» and h2(:s 2)(f(0» > h2(:s 2)(f(b» ~ hi (:s 1)(0)< hi (:s I)< b) and
h2( :s 1)(0»h2(:s I)(b)~o< lb. (ii) immediate from (i).
We now define an equivalence relation - on P/d(A) by :S1- :S2~
~ h(:s I)[A] = h(:s 2)[A]. [:s] denotes the equivalence class containing -s, For
:S EP/d(A), (:S]. will denote a maximal set of non-isomorphic elements of
[:s] and we first determine the cardinality of [:S]. for :S EP/d(A).
( m - I )LEMMA 4.2. If:s EP/d(A) and Ih(:s)[A]1 <l then 1[:s].1 =. .)-1
PROOF. Let B=h(:s)[A) and let B the set of all maps rp: B-+N such that
L {rp(b) : bE B} =m then, as noted in section 2, IBI= r; I). Define a map)-1
a : [:s] -+ B by a(:s I)(b) = I{h(:s I) - I({b}]) I for :SIE [:s] and bE B. Note that
L {a(:SI)(b): bEB} =m and thus a(:SI)EB. It follows from lemma 4.1 that
for :S.. :S2E[:S), :S1==:S2~a(:SI)=a(:S2)'Thus a is one-one on (:S]. and
obviously a is onto B. Thus If:s].1 = t;: I).)-1
THEOREM 4.3.
(I") (n(n + 1)/2) + m - I)q.(m,n)= for O:sn:sm-I;(n(n + 1)/2) + n
(ii) q.(m)= mt (n(n+I)/2)+m-I).
n=O (n(n+l)/2)+n
PROOF. (i) Let S; and Sn be defined as in section 3. For each i. n + I :sj:s
-s m en, there are (n~n+I)/2) subsets of s, containing s; It follows from)-n-I
lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that
q.(m,n)= m·E (n~n+I)/2)(~-I)= m'E (n(n+l)/2)(m-I).
j=n+1 )-n-I )-1 k=O k k+n
This sum becomes by an elementary binomial manipulation (I am indebted to
J. Berman who called this to my attention) (n(n+ 1)12)+m-I). (ii) Follows
from (i) and lemma 4.1. (n(n + 1)/2) + n
We close this section with some values of q(m) and q.(m).
m
q(m)
q.(m)
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2 3 4 5
3 19 183 2491
2 5 14 43
6
44823
143
7 8
1021819 28600743
510 1936
9
959688091
7775
5. THE LATTICE OF SUBORDERINGS OF A FINITE CHAIN. FULL SUBORDERINGS
In this section we will focus on the lattice L(m) of suborderings of the chain
m = {O < I < 2 < ... < m - I} .m ~ 1 and in particular on those suborderings
which are full. A subordering of m is a partial ordering ~. on the set
{O, 1,2, ... , m - I} such that i~ Ij= i -s]. L(m) is a lattice under inclusion
and ~] ~2 = ~. n ~2 and ~ I + ~2 is the transitive closure of ~ I U ~2 for
s I' -s2 E L(m). L(m) has been investigated in [4] (also cf. [6], [7], [9]). L(m) is
atomic, lower semimodular, meet-distributive (= lower locally distributive) in
the sense of [3], join semidistributive in the sense of [10] and L(m) satisfies
the Jordan Dedekind condition. For O~i<j~m-1 , let ~ij be the partial
ordering defined by i' < ijP ~ i' =i, P =j. Then the atoms of L(m) are the partial
orderings ~ij' O~i<j~m-1. If again, we denote the set {0,1,2, ... ,m-l}
by A, then L(m) is a subset of P(A). Since every partial ordering can be
extended to a linear ordering the following lemma is immediate.
LEMMA 5.1. If ~IEP(A), then there exists ~2EL(m) such that ~.=~2'
We denote the elements of L(m) which are full by LjI(m). It is easy to see that
distinct elements of LjI(m) are non-isomorphic. A maximal set of non-
isomorphic fundamental elements of L(m) will be denoted by Ljd(m). The
following result is immediate from lemma 5.1.
THEOREM 5.2. p(m) = ILjI(m)1 and q.(m) = ILjd(m)l·
Note that although q.(m)= ILjd(m)l, we need not have that q(m) is equal to
the number of all fundamental elements of L(m). Indeed, it is easy to check that
IL(3)1= 7 and that all elements of L(3) are fundamental, whereas q(3) = 19.
In [4) the notion of normal sub ordering of m was introduced. If -s I E L(m)
then s 1 is normal if O~ i l ~ i< Ij~ Ij. ~ m - I =>i. < Ij]. We will show that the
normal suborderings of m are exactly the standard elements of L(m). We will
recall the definition of a standard element of a lattice below. It is easy to see
that if ~] E LjI(m), then ~. is normal and thus standard. We will also show
that LjI(m) is a Boolean algebra and a join sublattice of L(m). The set of
normal elements of L(m) will be denoted by L n(m).
LEMMA 5.3. (cf. [4]) If ~. E L(m), then ~. E L n(m)~ ~] U ~ 2 is a partial
ordering for all ~ 2 E L(m).
PROOF. => It suffices to show that -s1U ~ 2 is transitive. Suppose i] -s1U
~2~IU~2i3' If il~li2~li3 or if il~2i2~2i3 then obviously, il~IU~2i3'
If i.<.i2~2i3 or il~2i2<li3 then, since ~. is normal, il~li3' thus il~.U
~ 2-s2i3' c= Suppose t, ~ i<sl ~j i- We first show t,« .]. By hypothesis ~. +
+ ~ili= ~. U ~ili' Now i. ~ilii< Ij=i. ~ili+ < d or i, ~ iliU ~ sl- But since
i e j, il~il;j and thus il~.j. Again, i]~.U~jjJ] or il~IU~jjljl and thus,
since i l *j, t, ~ .jl'
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THEOREM 5.4. [4] L n(m) is a distributive sublattice of L(m).
PROOF. It is easy to see that if S I and S 2 are normal, then SIn S 2 is
normal. Apply lemma 5.3.
RecalI [8] that if L is a (finite) lattice and a E L, then a is standard if
x(a + y) = xa + xy for x, y ELand a is distributive if a + xy = (a + x)(a + y) for
x, y EL. Standard implies distributive and the standard elements form a distri-
butive sublattice of L. We infer from the following lemma that an element of
L(m) is distributive implies that it is standard.
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose L is an atomic lattice. The following are equivalent for
a E L: (i) a is standard (ii) a is distributive (iii) p Sa + x=> p S a or p S x for p an
atom of Land XE L.
PROOF. That (i) implies (ii) has already been observed above. (ii) => (iii)
psa +x=>p+asa+x=>p+ a= (p+ a)(a+x) = a+ px. If p-s x, then px=O
and thus p s a. (iii)=>(i) To show x(a+ y)sxa+xy. If p is an atom, then
p-s xta «y)~psx and p-s a » y. Thus p s a or p s y, In either case p-s xa v xy,
We will now prove that the normal elements of L(m) are exactly the standard
elements of L(m).
THEOREM 5.6. Let s I EL(m). Then -s 1 is normal ~ -s I is standard.
PROOF. ~ For S2, s3EL(m), S2(SI + S3)= S2n(SIU S3)=(S2n Sl)
U(SlnS3)=S2SI+SIS3' <= We must show that for s2EL(m), Sl+
+S2(;;SIUS 2. If sij is an atom of L(m) then Sij~SI+S2=>Sij
= s ij( s I + S 2) = S ij S I + S ij S 2~ S ij = S ij S I or S ij = S ij S 2~ S ij (;; S I or
Sij(;; S2~ Sij(;; S I + S2'
REMARK I. Since So, n_ I (;; S I for all S I EL n(m), it folIows that L n(m) has
a unique atom.
REMARK 2. If L = 2A tL(m ) then L(m) is the lattice of closed elements of the
closure algebra (L, C) where C is an additive closure. In a subsequent paper we
will show that the lattice of congruence relations of (L, C) is isomorphic to
L n(m) and therefore, by Remark I, (L, C) is subdirectly irreducible.
We now turn our attention to Ljl(m). It is easy to see that Ljl(m) (;; L n(m).
THEOREM 5.7. Ljl(m) is a join sublattice of Ln(m) (and thus of L(m» and
Ljl(m) is isomorphic to 2m - I. The atoms of Ljl(m) are the full suborderings of
height I.
PROOF. Let n be the set of partitions into intervals of m. We partially order
n by 7r1 S 7r2 ~ the intervals of 7r1 are subintervals of 7r1' for 7r1, 7r2 En. Then n
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is a Boolean algebra whose atoms are 7rok where for 0::5 k s: m - I. 7rok is the
partition {[O, ...• k-Il.[k•... ,m-I]} and thus fl=2 m - l • Define the map
a: Lj7(m)-+fl as follows. For ::5 IELj/(m) and H(::5 I)=n. O::5n::5m-l. the
intervals of a(::5 I) are {i: h, (::5 I) = s} for 0 ::5s::5 n. It is easy to see that for
::5 I' ::52 E Lj7(m). ::5 I ~ ::52 <* a(::5 1)::5 a(::5 2) and that a is surjective. Hence a is
an isomorphism. Finally. for ::5 I' ::52 E Lf/(m). the join of ::5 I and ::5 2 in L(m)
is, by lemma 5.3. ::5 1U ::52' However, ::5 1U ::52 E LjI(m). Hence Lj7(m) is a join
sublattice of L n(m).
REMARK. Note that Lj7(m) is not a meet sublattice of L(m). Indeed. in L(4)
define ::5 1 by 0< 11.0< 12.0<)3 and ::52 by 0<22,0<23, I <22. I <23. Then
::5 I and ::52 are full, but ::5In ::52 is clearly not full. In fact, the meet of ::5 I
and ::52 in LfI(4) is the discrete ordering.
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